
Waves I EE241 Autumn 2005–2006

Len Tyler Oct. 19, 2005

Problem Set 4

Due Date: October 28, 2005, (Submit in class, or outside Packard 331 before 4:30 PM).

Reading Assignment:

“Reader” Chapters 5 and 6

“Ramo, Whinnery and Van Duzer” Chapter on Plane Waves
Problems:

1. Gaussian wave packet simulation [25 points]

Gravity waves on the surface of deep water (depth is greater than half the wavelength) have phase

velocity that behave according to relationshipvp =
√ r

k , whereg is acceleration due to gravity. Using

MATLAB or other plotting utility, illustrate a Gaussian wave packet traveling on the surface of deep

water using time-sequenced graphs.

(a) Assume a first-order approximation forω(k) and a one-dimensional wave with a carrier wave-

length of 10 m, a wave height of 1 m and value of 9.8m/s2 for g. Depict wave packet envelope

and the carrier travelling at their respective velocities, and indicate any relevant information for

the Gaussian wave packet, i.e.,k0, ω0, σ , packet width,vp andvg. [15 points]

(b) Now, include the second-order expansion term in the approximation ofω(k) and plot the time-

sequenced graphs. What difference is there between the plots and those generated using only a

first-order approximation? [10 points]

2. Polarized waves [15 points]

(a) Show that any arbitrary elliptically polarized wave may be broken down into two oppositely

rotating circularly polarized components. [10 points]

(b) Show that any linearly polarized wave may be broken down into two oppositely rotating circularly

polarized components. [5 points]

3. Poynting’s Vector [25 points]

Consider a left-handed circularly (LHC) polarized wave traveling in free space in the positive z-

direction.

(a) What are the equations for~E and~H? (Phasor notation) [4 points]

(b) Find the Poynting’s vector for this LHC polarized wave. Also compute the Poynting’s vector for

a linearly polarized wave of same amplitude. Why are they different? [8 points]
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(c) If there is a perfect conductor boundary atz= 0, find the expression for the reflected waves~Er

and~Hr . [5 points]

(d) Write down the total~E and~H fields in free space. Provide an analytical description. [5 points]

(e) Find the Poynting’s vector this resultant wave. [3 points]

4. Time-varying potential function [15 points] Potential functions are nice mathematical tools for solving

problems in Electrostatics and Magnetostatics. We defineΦ and~A to be the electrostatic and magneto-

static potentials. These are related to the field quantities through the equations

~E = ∇Φ

~B = ∇x~A

We now wish to derive a set of potential (like) functions for dynamic conditions as well.

(a) Prove that the equation relating~B and~A is consistent with Maxwell’s laws. [5 points]

(b) Again use Maxwell’s Laws to derive a relation between~E and the potential functions (Φ and~A).

[10 points] [Hint: The modification resembles the correction term due to Displacement current]
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